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here’s the full list of new features in the game: play as cole phelps as he takes on a second career as a lapd detective with a second life. follow the
detective path and re-create, re-investigate or have new adventures as a detective in a different world. play as rookie lapd detective cole phelps and
take on a variety of day-to-day police cases. use a searchlight to find clues, photos, fingerprints, and more. use a radio to contact people, or just to
listen. use a magnifying glass to examine and investigate crime scenes, match suspect dna, and use other forensic tools. discover and use the l.a.

city map. expand your detective toolbox with over 50+ new items and upgrades. play as cole phelps in the psvr mode of l. noire. after about a year
on psvr, rockstar games has officially announced the psvr update of its crime-fighting detective game l.a. noire has officially arrived for the platform.
the update includes a few new additions including all-new detective mode and a reworked mode for the l. city map. the new detective mode allows
you to completely play through the entire game as a police investigator for some extra replay value. the map is also being updated to add four new

story missions which include a bank heist, a cat burglar, a train explosion, and a campus heist. it also features new gear that can be unlocked
including a searchlight, a radio, a magnifying glass, and more. this was announced at playstation experience 2017 in december of last year. last year
during sony’s playstation experience event, rockstar games announced that it would be bringing l.a. noire to psvr with an early access release back

in september. in the year since, fans have been patiently waiting for the long-awaited release, but due to the game’s extensive content, rockstar had
to fix some issues which took a while to resolve. however, the game is now available in the playstation store today for $35.99, and you can grab the

playstation vr version immediately. rockstar also promised to release updates throughout the year, but it’s unclear if these will extend to the pc
version as well.
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l.a. noire is a cop thriller set in a dark and
gritty reimagining of los angeles. you play

cole phelps, a decorated lapd detective who's
determined to break the case. investigate

crime scenes, interrogate witnesses, analyze
evidence, and collect forensics - all on the
hunt for the truth and hoping to clear your

name. with an unprecedented blend of action,
interrogation, investigation, and creative
presentation, l.a. noire offers a rich and

interactive game experience that can only be
experienced on xbox 360. the stunning

graphics and animations bring the virtual
world to life, and the unique motionscan
technology captures every nuance of an

actor's facial performance, allowing you to
experience life in los angeles like never

before. note: gachapon update may take
around 10 minutes before or after the

scheduled rotation at 11:30 am pdt / 8:30 pm
cest / 4:30 am aest. please refrain from using
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your gachapon ticket during this time to
ensure you receive items from the new

rotation. using groundbreaking new animation
technology, motionscan, that captures every

nuance of an actor's facial performance in
astonishing detail, l.a. noire is a violent crime
thriller that blends breathtaking action with

true detective work to deliver an
unprecedented interactive experience. search

for clues, chase down suspects and
interrogate witnesses as you struggle to find

the truth in a city where everyone has
something to hide. l.a. noire is a cop thriller
set in a dark and gritty reimagining of los

angeles. you play cole phelps, a decorated
lapd detective who's determined to break the
case. investigate crime scenes, interrogate

witnesses, analyze evidence, and collect
forensics - all on the hunt for the truth and

hoping to clear your name. 5ec8ef588b
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